Introduction

Utilization
of rocket propellants produced in situ from extraterrestrial resources is an approach which may lower the cost of future space exploration missions by substantially reducing the mass of propellant that must be launched from Earth. Lunar soil, which is primarily composed of metal oxides, is the nearest abundant source of extraterrestrial material available for in situ rocket propellant production. An average elemental breakdown of the lunar soil is shown in Table 1 ._ The lunar oxides may be chemically processed to produce propellant grade oxygen, the use of which could significantly reduce oxidizer supply requirements for lunar ascent/descent vehicles. In addition, aluminum, magnesium, and silicon are elements which may be processed from lunar soil in significant quantities and have high heats of combustion with oxygen. These elements could perform well as rocket fuels. 2,3 Aluminum is abundant in the lunar soil (locally available in concentrations up to 14% by weight) and, with oxygen, has the highest density impulse of in situ propellant combinations derived from lunar soil, as shown in Table 2 .
propellantproductionandresupplyrequirements. Therefore,to minimize the supply line from Earth andto maximizethe benefitsof using an in situ propellant,it is important to considerenginedesignissuesfor optimumperformanceand reliable, maintenance-free operationof lunar ascent/descent propulsionsystemsfueledby in situ propellants.
Propulsionconceptsfor a lunar ascent/descent vehicle supporting a manned lunar base were considered in this study.
The vehicle is capable of delivering a 6800 kg crew capsule in addition to 10,400 kg of payload between the lunar surface base and low lunar orbit. On the surface, the vehicle is loaded with in situ propellant for a round trip. It then ascends to rendezvous with a lunar transfer vehicle in low lunar orbit, transfers payload and crew, and returns to the surface. Maintenance operations on the propulsion system are assumed to be done, either by crew or by robot, while on the lunar surface before the vehicle is loaded for the next trip.
Analyses of this type of mission indicate that two to five 66,700 N thrust engines would be sufficient to propel a wide range of lunar ascent/descent missions, piloted and un'pilotedfl _3 Further, an engine burn time of 360 seconds per mission provides the necessary total impulse for the mission) Engine throttling will be necessary, and engine-out capabilities are desirable.
Issues which impact the design of an aluminum/oxygen engine for a lunar ascent/descent vehicle are discussed in this paper, which includes the results of previous studies which considered design issues for aluminum/oxygen rocket engines. These issues include performance losses associated with aluminum fuel, throat erosion, and thrust chamber cooling.
To better understand the significance of the issues, four engine concepts, each using a different method of supplying the metal fuel to the combustion chamber, and the impacts of the design issues on each concept, are considered.
Engine Concepts
Four engine concepts fueled by lunar aluminum/oxygen in situ propellant which were considered in this analysis are shown in figures 1-4. These concepts are based on similar concepts originally proposed in references 2,3,5, and 6. The concepts differ in the method the propellant is stored and delivered to the combustion chamber.
In the concept shown in figure 1 , the metal fuel is liquified prior to injection into the combustion chamber. Liquefaction of the metal fuel enables use of more conventional liquid propellant feed system designs. The energy required to liquify the metal fuel could be provided by an on-board supply, beamed energy, or heat transmission from the combustion chamber. A positive expulsion system would force the metal pellets into the heat exchanger where they are liquefied.
As an alternative to liquefaction of the fuel on board, the metal fuel could be liquified prior to loading it into insulated vehicle tanks and stored as a liquid.
A hybrid engine concept in which liquid oxygen is injected into a thrust chamber containing a solid aluminum grain is shown in figure 2 figure 2 as a function of oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio. This figure illustrates the difference between the ideal specific impulse and the velocity lag reduced specific impulse, reflecting efficiencies as low as 90%. In addition, the mixture ratio for maximum specific impulse shifts to higher values as the particle relative velocity lag increases. The shift is due to a reduction in themass fraction of condensed phase exhaust material (and hence two-phase losses) as mixture ratio is increased from 2,3,
The relative velocity lag of the precedinganalysisdependson the sizes of particles formed in the exhaust. If the particles formed are small enough, they will remain in velocity equilibrium with the gas flow. Particles below 1/zm follow the gas closely, so the two-phase flow losses associated with them is small. Between 1 and 10#m, the velocity lag losses increase with increasing particle size, but as particle sizes increase above 10/_m, the increase in two-phase flow losses diminishes. Therefore, reductions in particle sizes below 10 #m will reduce the velocity lag losses, and if particle sizes are forced below 1 #m, the velocity lag losses will be minimal. TM A metal fuel grain would act as a high conductivity heat sink, and heat conducted into the fuel could cause more metal to melt than is desired. This could be a particular problem for an aluminum-magnesium alloy fuel which has a lower melting point than pure aluminum.
Consideration
To deal with the problem of the metal's high thermal conductivity, Sparks _ suggested using a fuel formed by holding either aluminum powder or fine wire together with a low thermal conductivity binder.
The main disadvantage of using a binder is that it would have to be brought from Earth. Another option to prevent premature melting of the aluminum is to actively cool it with the liquid oxygen. The concept considered by Brower et al.6 was based on this premiss.
However, their analysis was not able to establish a design with sufficient cooling provided by the LOX.
Another disadvantage of the hybrid engine concept is that a hybrid depends on regression of the grain surface to provide fuel to the engine, and large fuel drops (>50#m), like those formed in a solid propellant engine, may be expected. These could lead to large aluminum combustion related losses. Other disadvantages would include increased maintenance requirements (to load a new fuel grain into the thrust chamber) and less flexibility for engine out operation than with the other concepts (because the fuel is stored within each thrust chamber).
Monopropellant Engine
There are many advantages to combining powdered metal with liquid oxygen, Since the monopropellant could be treated like a liquid, a single pump or positive expulsion feed system could deliver all of the propellant. This could be a simple system, though the feed system would be a new technology. Further, alloys with magnesium could be used, although they may be more sensitive to ignition sources than pure aluminum. If the monopropellant is atomized into small (20/zm) drops, even smaller drops of metal will remain after the oxygen vaporizes. Thus, the two-phase flow losses could be reduced with this concept. Another advantage would be that throat erosion and cooling could be handled by a sacrificial insert.
Other advantages of this conceptinclude the ability to throttle, stop, and restartthe engine. Maintenancefor this engineconceptshouldbe minimal as well, thoughthe slurry combinationmay erode somefeedsystemcomponentsafter extendeduse.
While the monopropellant has manyadvantages, there are somesignificant disadvantages.The propellantitself may not be intrinsically safe. Although small scaletests haveworked with aluminum/LOX, aluminum-magnesium/LOX , and silicon/LOX monopropellants safely, large scaletestsandfeed systemrelatedtests(e.g. water hammer andpipe flow) havenot beenperformed. If the monopropellant were to ignite in the feed system,the result would be catastrophic. Enginecooling is anotherchallengingdesignissue. The chambercooling analysisindicatedthat evenwhen all of the LOX is availablefor cooling an aluminum/oxygenengine,a high-pressurefeed systemis needed. With the monopropellant,only a fraction of the LOX could be availablefor cooling. Two cooling options remain: eitheroperateat a higher mixture ratio, or usethe monopropellant itself as the coolant. The former option would result in lower specificimpulseperformancefor the engine, andthe latter option, in additionto raising safetyissuesaboutwarming the monopropellant,requiresflowing a slurry throughcoolantpassages which could plug.
Pneumatic
Feed System Engine The pneumatic feed system engine concept has several advantages. An alloy of aluminum/magnesium would work equally as well in the feed system as pure aluminum. Other (P, S, Na, etc.) 5 
